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Abstract

This report contains three contributions to the Encyclopedia of Biostatistics� The Ency�
clopedia will be published by John Wiley and Sons Ltd in May ����� The contributions
in this report are

� The Nelson�Aalen estimator� page �

� The Kaplan�Meier estimator� page �

� The Aalen�Johansen estimator� page ��
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NELSON�AALEN ESTIMATOR

Contribution to the Encyclopedia of Biostatistics

�rnulf Borgan� University of Oslo

The Nelson�Aalen estimator is a nonparametric estimator which may be used to estimate
the cumulative hazard rate function from censored survival data� Since no distributional
assumptions are needed� one important use of the estimator is to check graphically the �t of
parametric models� and this is the reason why it was originally introduced by Nelson ������
��	
�� Independently of Nelson� Altshuler ���	�� derived the same estimator in the context
of competing risks animal experiments� Later� by adopting a counting process formulation�
Aalen ���	� extended its use beyond the survival data and competing risks set�ups and
studied its small and large sample properties using martingale methods� The estimator is
nowadays denoted the Nelson�Aalen estimator� although other names �the Nelson estima�
tor� the Altshuler estimator� the Aalen�Nelson estimator� the empirical cumulative hazard
estimator� are sometimes used as well� Below we present a number of situations where the
Nelson�Aalen estimator may be applied and exemplify its use in one particular case� Further
we indicate how counting processes provide a framework which allows for a uni�ed treat�
ment of all these diverse situations� and we summarize the most important properties of the
Nelson�Aalen estimator� A detailed account is given in the monograph by Andersen et al�
������ Section IV�� ��

Survival data

Consider �rst the survival data situation where we want to study the time to death �or some
other event� for a homogeneous population with hazard rate function ��t� and cumulative
hazard rate function A�t� �

R t
� ��s�ds� Assume that we have a sample of n individuals from

this population� Our observation of the survival times for these individuals will typically be
subject to right censoring� meaning that for some individuals we only know that their true
survival times exceed certain censoring times� The censoring is assumed to be independent
in the sense that the additional knowledge of censorings before any time t does not alter the
risk of failure at t� We denote by t� � t� � � � � the times when deaths are observed and let
dj be the number of individuals who die at tj �

The Nelson�Aalen estimator for the cumulative hazard rate function then takes the formbA�t� � X
tj�t

dj�rj � ���

where rj is the number of individuals at risk �i�e� alive and not censored� just prior to time
tj � Thus the Nelson�Aalen estimator is an increasing right�continuous step�function with
increments dj�rj at the observed failure times� The variance of the Nelson�Aalen estimator
may be estimated by b���t� �

X
tj�t

�rj � dj�dj
�rj � ��r�j

� �
�

It may be shown �cf� below� that the Nelson�Aalen estimator ��� as well as the variance
estimator �
� are almost unbiased� In large samples the Nelson�Aalen estimator� evaluated






at a given time t� is approximately normally distributed so that a standard ����� � ���
con�dence interval for A�t� takes the form

bA�t�� z�����b��t�� ���

with z����� the �� ��
 fractile of the standard normal distribution� The approximation to
the normal distribution is improved by using a log�transform giving the con�dence interval

bA�t� exp h�z�����b��t�� bA�t�i � ���

This interval is satisfactory for quite small sample sizes �Bie et al�� ��	��
Right censoring is not the only kind of data�incompleteness in survival analysis� Often�

e�g� in epidemiological applications� individuals are not followed from time � �in the relevant
time scale� typically age�� but only from a later entry time �conditional on survival until
this entry time�� Thus� in addition to right censoring� the survival data are subject to left
truncation� For such data we may still use the Nelson�Aalen estimator ��� and estimate its
variance by �
�� The number at risk rj now is the number of individuals who have entered
the study before time tj and are still in the study just prior to tj � For left truncated data
the numbers at risk rj may be low for small values of tj � This will result in estimates bA�t�
which have large sampling errors� But as the increments of the Nelson�Aalen estimator are
uncorrelated �cf� below�� the uncertainty induced for small time values have no in�uence
when considering the increment bA�t�� bA�s� of the Nelson�Aalen estimator over a later time
interval �s� t�� An estimator for the variance of this increment is b���t�� b���s��

Quite often we want to estimate the survival distribution function S�t� � exp��A�t��
representing the probability that an individual will be alive at time t� This may be done
from right censored and�or left�truncated survival data by the Kaplan�Meier estimator� The
relation A�t� � � lnS�t� suggests that the cumulative hazard rate function alternatively
may be estimated as minus the logarithm of the Kaplan�Meier estimator� Even though this
estimator numerically will be close to the Nelson�Aalen estimator� the latter is the canonical
one from a theoretical point of view �see entry on KAPLAN�MEIER ESTIMATOR�� Further
the Nelson�Aalen estimator may be used in a number of di�erent situations �cf� below� while
the alternative estimator only applies to the survival data situation�

An illustration

To give an illustration of the Nelson�Aalen estimator we use data from a randomized clinical
trial for patients with histologically veri�ed liver cirrhosis� Patients were recruited from
several hospitals in Copenhagen between ���
 and ���� and were followed until death� lost
to follow�up or until the closing date of the study � October ��	�� The time variable of
interest is time since entry into the study� Patients are right censored if alive on � October
��	� or if lost to follow�up before that date�

We shall only consider the �� placebo�treated male patients� Their median age at entry
was �	 years� while the lower and upper quartiles were �� and �� years� respectively� Of
the �� patients  died during the study� The Nelson�Aalen estimate for these patients is
shown in Figure � with ��� con�dence intervals computed according to ���� Even though
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Figure �� Nelson�Aalen estimate of the cumulative hazard rate function for death for ��
placebo�treated male patients with liver cirrhosis� with ��� log�transformed con�dence

intervals�

the cumulative hazard rate function provides a useful summary measure �e�g� Breslow and
Day� ���� Section 
���� it is usually the hazard rate function itself which is the entity of
real interest� So when interpreting the estimate in Figure �� we mainly focus on the �slope�
of the curve� The estimate of the cumulative hazard rate function is steeper the �rst ����
months after randomization than at later times� Therefore we have evidence that the risk
of dying for these patients is highest just after randomization� �This may� at least in part�
be due to heterogeneity which is not accounted for in our simple analysis�� The hazard rate
function is approximately ��� per year the �rst ���� months and slightly below ��
 per year
thereafter when estimated as the average slope of the curve over the relevant time periods�
More formal procedures for smoothing the Nelson�Aalen estimate in order to get an estimate
for the hazard rate function itself are available but will not be considered here� A further
discussion and analysis of the cirrhosis data are given by Schlichting et al� ������ The data
were also used for illustrative purposes by Andersen et al� �������
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Multi�state models and recurrent events

The survival analysis set�up considered above may be generalized in two directions� More
than one type of events may be considered for each individual under study� and�or the event
in question may happen more than once for each individual� Examples of the �rst type are
competing risks with two or more causes of death and the Markov illness�death model with the
states �healthy�� �diseased� and �dead�� More generally we may consider any Markov process
with a �nite number of states which may be used to model the life�history of an individual�
An example of the second type is an inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity ��t�
modeling the occurrence of some recurrent event like episodes of angina pectoris in patients
with coronary heart disease or infections in AIDS patients� For both of these two types of
situations we observe the times when events occur for a number of individuals �modeled as
i�i�d� copies of the relevant process� who do not all need to be observed over the same interval
of time� The Nelson�Aalen estimator may then be applied to estimate cumulative intensities�

To be speci�c� consider a �nite�state Markov process with transition intensities �gh�t� for
g �� h� Focusing on �xed g and h in the following� we drop the subscripts and write just
��t� for the g � h transition intensity� Further denote by t� � t� � � � � the times when
transitions from g to h are observed� let dj be the number of individuals who experience a
g � h transition at tj � and write rj for the number of individuals in state g �i�e� at risk for
a g � h transition� just prior to time tj � Then the cumulative g � h transition intensity
A�t� �

R t
� ��s�ds may be estimated by ��� and its variance by �
�� Similarly the integrated

intensity of an inhomogeneous Poisson process may be estimated with the tjs denoting the
times of observed events� and the djs and rjs being the corresponding numbers of events and
numbers at risk� respectively� An illustration of the use of the Nelson�Aalen estimator to
estimate integrated Markov transition intensities is given by Keiding and Andersen ������

Two other applications

For the situations considered so far� ��� and �
� apply with rj the number at risk at tj for
the event in question� The use of the Nelson�Aalen estimator is� however� not restricted to
such situations� We here mention two other applications and return to a general discussion
below�

Relative mortality� Our �rst example considers right censored and�or left truncated sur�
vival data� but they no longer come from a homogeneous population� Rather we assume that
the hazard rate function of the ith individual may be written as the product ��t��i�t�� where
��t� is a relative mortality common to all individuals and �i�t� is the hazard rate function at
time t for a person from an external standard population corresponding to the ith individual
�e�g� of the same sex and age as individual i�� Typically the �i�t� will be known from pub�
lished life tables for the general population� In this situation the Nelson�Aalen estimator may
be used to estimate the cumulative relative mortality A�t� �

R t
� ��s�ds� All that is required

is that rj in ��� is taken to denote the sum of the external rates �i�tj� for all individuals at
risk just prior to tj � An illustration of this use of the Nelson�Aalen estimator is provided by
Breslow and Day ���	� Chapter ���

An epidemic model� A simple model for the spread of an infectious disease in a community
is the following� At the start of the epidemic� i�e� at time t � �� some individuals make
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contact with individuals from elsewhere and are thereby infected with the disease� There
are no further infections from outside the community during the course of the epidemic�
Let S�t� and I�t� denote the number of susceptibles and infectives� respectively� just prior
to time t� Assuming random mixing� the infection intensity in the community at time t
becomes ��t�S�t�I�t�� where ��t� is the infection rate per possible contact� We denote by
� � t� � t� � � � � the times when individuals are infected and let dj denote the number
infected at tj � Then the cumulative infection rate A�t� �

R t
� ��s�ds may be estimated by the

Nelson�Aalen estimator ��� where now rj � S�tj�I�tj�� see Becker ����� Section 	��� for an
illustration�

Counting process formulation and small sample properties

In general we consider the occurrences of some events of interest �e�g� deaths� occurrences of
a disease� infections�� and denote by � � t� � t� � � � � the times when an event is observed�
We assume that two or more events cannot occur at the same time� so that there are no
tied observations� �The handling of ties is discussed brie�y below�� Then the process N�t�
counting the number of observed events in the time�interval ��� t� is a �univariate� counting
process� The behaviour of N�t� is governed by its intensity process ��t� given heuristically
by

��t�dt � Pr�event occurs in �t� t� dt� j Ft���

Here Ft� represents all the information available to the researcher just before time t� The
counting process satis�es Aalen�s multiplicative intensity model if we may write its intensity
process as

��t� � ��t�Y �t�� ���

for some unknown function ��t� and some observable process Y �t� whose value at time t

is known just prior to t� All the situations considered above give counting processes which
ful�ll ���� Survival data from a homogeneous population� �nite�state Markov processes and
the inhomogeneous Poisson process� all give an Y �t� process which is the number at risk just
prior to time t� For the model for relative mortality Y �t� is the sum of the �i�t� for those at
risk just before t� while for the epidemic model Y �t� � S�t�I�t�� The common structure of
all these models when formulated as counting processes is the reason why the Nelson�Aalen
estimator may be applied to all these diverse problems�

In fact the counting process formulation provides a framework which makes it simple to
study the statistical properties of the Nelson�Aalen estimator� We will brie�y indicate a few
main steps and refer to Andersen et al� ������ Section IV����� for a thorough treatment� First
we note that� with rj � Y �tj�� we may write the Nelson�Aalen estimator ��� as

bA�t� � Z t

�

J�s�

Y �s�
dN�s�� ���

where J�s� � I�Y �s� � �� and ��� is interpreted as �� Then using ���� ��� and the decom�
position N�t� �

R t
� ��s�ds�M�t� of a counting process into a sum of its integrated intensity

process and a local square integrable martingale M�t�� we get

bA�t� � A��t� �M��t�� �	�
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Here A��t� �
R t
� J�s���s�ds is almost the same as A�t� when there is only a small probability

that Y �s� � � for some s � t� while M��t� �
R t
� �J�s��Y �s��dM�s� is a stochastic integral

and as such a local square integrable martingale� The relation �	� is key to the study of the
statistical properties of the Nelson�Aalen estimator� Since M��t� has expected value zero
for any given t� we have E bA�t� � EA��t� so the Nelson�Aalen estimator is almost unbiased�
Further an unbiased estimator for the variance of M��t� is its optional variation processR t
� �J�s��Y �s���dN�s�� Thus the variance estimator �
� is almost unbiased when there are no
ties� Finally a martingale has uncorrelated increments� and by �	� this is �almost� the case
for the Nelson�Aalen estimator as well�

In the presence of ties� i�e� when the number of events dj at tj may exceed one� the pro�
cess N�t� counting occurrences of events in ��� t� may have jumps of size two or larger and
is therefore no longer a counting process� Often� however� we may write N�t� �

Pn
i��Ni�t��

where Ni�t� is a counting process registering the events for individual i� If we consider a
homogeneous population where the rates of occurrence of the events are the same for all
individuals� we may adopt the discrete extension of the model described by Andersen et al�
������ pp� ������� For this extended model� the arguments of Fleming and Harrington
������ pp� ������ apply to show that the variance estimator �
� is almost unbiased also in
the presence of ties� This justi�es the use of the tie�corrected estimator �
� for all situa�
tions considered above except for the model with relative mortality and the epidemic model�
Within the framework of the extended model the Nelson�Aalen estimator is a nonparametric
maximum likelihood estimator� see Andersen et al� ������ Section IV����� for details and a
further discussion�

Weak convergence and con�dence bands

By �	� the martingale central limit theorem may be used to prove that� considered as a
stochastic process� the Nelson�Aalen estimator �properly normalized� converges weakly to
a mean zero Gaussian martingale� In particular for a �xed t it is asymptotically normally
distributed� a fact which was used in connection with the con�dence intervals ��� and ����
The weak convergence result also makes it possible to derive con�dence bands for A� i�e�
limits which contain A�t� for all t in an interval �	�� 	�� with a prespeci�ed probability�

One important class of such con�dence bands are the equal precision bands� The standard
and log�transformed equal precision bands are obtained by replacing z����� in ��� and ���
by d���� the � � � fractile in the distribution of the supremum of the absolute value of
a standardized Brownian bridge �over a certain time�interval�� This fractile may be found
�approximately� by solving �w�r�t� d� the non�linear equation

�
�d��d� 

�d��d� ��d� ln�b��	���b��	��� � ��

where 
�d� is the standard normal density function� The equal precision bands requireb��	�� � �� so they cannot be extended all the way down to t � �� Typically one will
also omit the largest values of t� The standard equal precision band has quite bad small
sample properties� so even with sample sizes in the hundreds the use of the log�transformed
con�dence band is recommended �Bie et al�� ��	�� As an illustration we use once more the
liver cirrhosis example� Considering the interval from � months ���� year� to  years� we have

	



b������ � ���
	 and b��� � ����� so that d���� � 
���� Therefore the ��� log�transformed
equal precision band for the cumulative hazard rate function between � months and  years
may be obtained from ��� by using the fractile 
��� instedad of the value ���� used for the
pointwise con�dence intervals in Figure �� A detailed study of the weak convergence of the
Nelson�Aalen estimator and the derivation of con�dence bands are provided by Andersen et
al� ������ Section IV���
���� Here another class of con�dence bands� the Hall�Wellner bands�
is also discussed�

We �nally note that semi�Markov processes �or Markov renewal processes�� where the
transition intensities �only� depend on the sojourn times in the states� do not give rise to
counting processes which ful�ll the multiplicative intensity model ���� Thus the results out�
lined above do not immediately extend to such models� However� it turns out that enough
of the above structure is preserved to be able to de�ne Nelson�Aalen estimators also for such
semi�Markov processes and to derive identical asymptotic results for these as for the case
of Markov processes� see Andersen et al� ������ Section X��� for a discussion and further
references�
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KAPLAN�MEIER ESTIMATOR

Contribution to the Encyclopedia of Biostatistics

�rnulf Borgan� University of Oslo

The Kaplan�Meier estimator is a nonparametric estimator which may be used to estimate
the survival distribution function from censored data� The estimator may be obtained as the
limiting case of the classical actuarial estimator� and it seems to have been �rst proposed by
B�ohmer ����
�� It was� however� lost sight of by later researchers and not further investigated
until the important paper by Kaplan and Meier ����� appeared� The estimator is today
usually named after these two authors� although it is sometimes denoted the product�limit
estimator� Below we describe the Kaplan�Meier estimator� illustrate its use in one particular
case� and discuss estimation of median and mean survival time� Further we show how the
Kaplan�Meier estimator can be given as the product�integral of the Nelson�Aalen estimator�
and indicate how this may be used to study its statistical properties� The Kaplan�Meier
estimator has for almost four decades been one of the key statistical methods for analyzing
censored survival data� and it is discussed in most textbooks on survival analysis� Rigorous
derivations of the statistical properties of the estimator are provided in the books by Fleming
and Harrington ������ and Andersen et al� ������� In particular the latter presents formal
proofs of almost all the results reviewed below as well as an extensive bibliography�

The estimator and con�dence intervals

Consider the survival data situation where we want to study the time to death �or some other
event� for a homogeneous population with survival distribution function S�t� representing the
probability that an individual will be alive at time t� Assume that we have a sample of n
individuals from this population� Our observation of the survival times for these individuals
will typically be subject to right censoring� meaning that for some individuals we only know
that their true survival times exceed certain censoring times� The censoring is assumed to
be independent in the sense that the additional knowledge of censorings before any time t
does not alter the risk of failure at t� We denote by t� � t� � � � � the times when deaths are
observed and let dj be the number of individuals who die at tj �

The Kaplan�Meier estimator for the survival distribution function then takes the form

bS�t� � Y
tj�t

�
�� dj

rj

�
� ��

where rj is the number of individuals at risk �i�e� alive and not censored� just prior to time
tj � If there are no censored observations� �� reduces to one minus the empirical distribution
function� The variance of the Kaplan�Meier estimator is estimated by Greenwood�s formula

b���t� � bS�t�� X
tj�t

dj
rj�rj � dj�

� ���

In the case of no censoring ��� reduces to bS�t��� � bS�t���n� the standard binomial variance
estimator�
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In large samples the Kaplan�Meier estimator� evaluated at a given time t� is approximately
normally distributed so that a standard ������ ��� con�dence interval for S�t� takes the
form

bS�t�� z�����b��t�� ����

with z����� the � � ��
 fractile of the standard normal distribution� The approximation
to the normal distribution is improved by using the log�minus�log transformation giving the
con�dence interval

bS�t�exp��z�����b��t���bS�t� ln bS�t�	�� ����

This interval is satisfactory for quite small sample sizes �Borgan and Liest l� ������ Con��
dence intervals with small sample properties which are comparable to ����� or even slightly
better� may be obtained by using the arcsine�square�root transformation �Borgan and Liest l�
op� cit�� or by basing the con�dence interval on the likelihood ratio �Thomas and Grunke�
meier� ��	�� Cox and Oakes� ���� Section ����� Note that all these con�dence intervals
should be given a pointwise interpretation� Simultaneous con�dence bands for the survival
distribution function are considered below�

Right censoring is not the only kind of data�incompleteness in survival analysis� Often�
e�g� in epidemiological applications� individuals are not followed from time � �in the relevant
time scale� typically age�� but only from a later entry time �conditional on survival until
this entry time�� Thus� in addition to right censoring� the survival data are subject to left
truncation� For such data we may� in principle at least� still use the Kaplan�Meier estimator
�� and estimate its variance by ���� The number at risk rj is now the number of individuals
who have entered the study before time tj and are still in the study just prior to tj � However�
for left truncated data the numbers at risk rj will often be low for small values of tj � This will
result in estimates bS�t� which have large sampling errors and which therefore may be of little
practical use� What can be usefully estimated in such situations is the conditional survival
distribution function S�tjt�� � S�t��S�t�� representing the probability of survival to time t
given that an individual is alive at time t� � t� It may be useful to estimate such conditional
distribution functions for several values of t� �at which there are reasonable numbers at risk��
there being nothing canonical about any particular value� The estimation is performed as
described earlier� the only modi�cation being that the product in �� and the sum in ��� are
restricted to those tj for which t� � tj � t�

An illustration

As an illustration we use data from a randomized clinical trial for patients with histologically
veri�ed liver cirrhosis� Patients were recruited from several hospitals in Copenhagen between
���
 and ���� and were followed until death� lost to follow�up or until the closing date of
the study � October ��	�� The time variable of interest is time since entry into the study�
Patients are right censored if alive on � October ��	� or if lost to follow�up before that date�

We shall only consider the �� placebo�treated male patients� Their median age at entry
was �	 years� while the lower and upper quartiles were �� and �� years� respectively� Of the
�� patients  died during the study� The Kaplan�Meier estimate of the survival distribution
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Figure �� Kaplan�Meier estimate of the survival distribution function for ��
placebo�treated male patients with liver cirrhosis with ��� log�minus�log�transformed

con�dence intervals�

function for these patients is shown in Figure � with ��� con�dence intervals computed
according to ����� From the �gure we see� e�g�� that the �ve years survival probability is
estimated to ����� with a ��� con�dence interval from ����� to ������ while the estimated
ten years survival probability is ���� with con�dence interval from ��	� to 
����� We
return to the liver cirrhosis example below in connection with median and mean survival
times and simultaneous con�dence bands� A further discussion and analysis of the data
are given by Schlichting et al� ������ The data were also used for illustrative purposes by
Andersen et al� �������

Median survival time and related quantities

The use of the Kaplan�Meier estimator is not restricted to estimating survival probabilities
for given times t� It may also be used to estimate fractiles such as the median survival time
and related quantities like the interquartile range�

Consider the pth fractile �p of the cumulative distribution function F �t� � �� S�t�� and
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assume that F �t� has positive density function f�t� � F ��t� � �S��t� in a neighborhood of �p�
Then �p is uniquely determined by the relation F ��p� � p� or equivalently� S��p� � ��p� The
Kaplan�Meier estimator is a step�function and hence does not necessarily attain the value
�� p� Therefore a similar relation cannot be used to de�ne the estimator b�p of pth fractile�

Rather we de�ne b�p to be the smallest value of t for which bS�t� � �� p� i�e� the time t wherebS�t� jumps from a value greater than � � p to a value less than or equal to � � p� In large
samples b�p is approximately normally distributed with a variance that may be estimated by

dvar�b�p� � ��� p��b���b�p�
� bf�b�p� bS�b�p��� � ��
�

Here bf�t� is an estimator for the density function f�t� � �S��t�� One may� e�g�� use

bf�t� � �


b

h bS�t� b�� bS�t� b�
i

����

for a suitable bandwidth b �corresponding to a kernel function estimator with uniform kernel��
Further� for p � q� b�p and b�q are approximately binormally distributed� and their correlation
may be estimated by

dcorr�b�p� b�q� � b��b�p� bS�b�q�b��b�q� bS�b�p� � ����

Note that bS�b�p� in ��
� and ���� is equal to or only slightly less than � � p� and that ��
�
could have been simpli�ed if we had used this approximate equality� We have chosen not to
do so since then bS�b�p� in ��
� and ���� cancels with the same factor in b��b�p�� cf� ����

The above results may be used in the usual way to determine approximate con�dence
intervals� e�g�� for the median survival time ����� and the interquartile range ���
� � ����� as
illustrated below� For the purpose of determining a con�dence interval for a fractile like the
median it is� however� better to apply the approach of Brookmeyer and Crowley ���
�� For
the pth fractile one then use as a con�dence interval all hypothesized values ��p of �p which
are not rejected when testing the null hypothesis �p � ��p against the alternative hypothesis
�p �� ��p at the � levels� Such test�based con�dence intervals can be read directly from the
lower and upper con�dence limits for the survival distribution function in exactly the same
manner as b�p can be read from the Kaplan�Meier curve itself �see MEDIAN SURVIVAL
TIME� CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND TESTS��

For the liver cirrhosis data an estimate of the median survival time is ��
	 years �standard
error ���� years�� while the lower and upper quartiles are estimated to ���� years ����� years�
and ��	 years ����� years�� respectively� with an estimated correlation of ��
� In these
computations the bandwidth b � � year was used in ����� An estimate of the interquartile
range of the survival distribution function is ��	 � ���� � 	��� years with standard error
�������������
 ����� ����� ���
���� � ���� years� From this an approximate ��� con�dence
interval for the median survival time is ��
	� ���� � ����� i�e� from 
�� to ���� years� while
��� con�dence limits for the interquartile range are from ���	 to ���� years� For the median
survival time it is� as mentioned earlier� better to read the con�dence limits directly from the
pointwise con�dence intervals for the survival distribution function given in Figure �� This

�




gives ��� con�dence limits for the median survival time from ���
 years to ���� years� Note
that no estimate of the density function is needed here�

Mean survival time

Due to right censoring it will in most survival studies not be possible to get reliable estimates
for the mean survival time � �

R�
� tf�t�dt �

R�
� S�t�dt� This is one important reason why

in survival analysis the median is a more useful measure of location than the mean� What
may be usefully estimated from right censored survival data is the expected time lived in a
given interval ��� t�� i�e� �t �

R t
� S�u�du� This is estimated by

b�t � Z t

�

bS�u�du�
the area under the Kaplan�Meier curve between � and t� Such an estimate may be of interest
in its own right� or it may be compared with a similar population based estimate to asses
the expected number of years lost up to time t for a group of patients� In large samples b�t is
approximately normally distributed with a variance that may be estimated by

dvar�b�t� � X
tj�t

�b�t � b�tj��dj
rj�rj � dj�

�

a result which may be used to give approximate con�dence limits for �t� By letting t tend
to in�nity� the above results may be extended to the estimation of the mean � itself �Gill�
����� However� the conditions �mainly on the censoring� needed for such an extension to be
valid are usually not met in practice�

In the liver cirrhosis study no patient was followed for more than �� years� making the
estimation of the mean survival time impossible� We may� however� estimate the expected
number of years lived up to a given time t� In particular estimates for the expected number
of years lived up to � years and �� years after the start of the study are ��
� years �standard
error ���	 years� and ��	� years ����� years�� respectively�

Redistribute�to�the�right algorithm and self�consistency

We mentioned earlier the relation between the Kaplan�Meier estimator and the empirical
distribution function in the case of no censoring� The redistribute�to�the�right algorithm and
the consept of self�consistency� both due to Efron ����	�� further illustrate this relation�

For notational convenience we assume that there are no ties� and we denote by t�� �

t�� � � � � t�n the ordered times of deaths and censorings combined� The redistribute�to�the�
right algorithm is as follows� First we constuct the ordinary empirical �survival� distribution
function which places probability mass ��n at each of the observed times t�j � If t�j� is the
smallest t�j that corresponds to a censored observation� we remove its mass and redistribute
it equally among the n � j� time�points to the right of it� Then� if t�j� is the second smallest
censored observation� we remove its mass� which will be ��n����n�n� j���� and redistribute
it equally among the n � j� time�points to its right� etc� This algorithm will converge in a

��



�nite number of steps to the Kaplan�Meier estimator �� �with the modi�cation that it is set
equal to zero after t�n also when this last time�point corresponds to a censored observation��

A self�consistent estimator eS�t� for the survival distribution function equals ��n times an
estimate for the number of individuals who survive time t� More precisely

eS�t� � �

n

���!�t�j � t� �
X
t�j�t

aj�t�

��	 � ����

where aj�t� � eS�t�� eS�t�j � if the observation at t�j corresponds to a censored observation� and
aj�t� � � if it corresponds to an observed death� It turns out that the Kaplan�Meier estimator
�modi�ed as just indicated� is the unique self�consistent estimator� Turnbull ���	�� used the
idea of self�consistency to derive an iterative procedure �a version of the EM�algorithm�
for estimating the survival distribution function nonparametrically from arbitrarily grouped�
censored and truncated data� while Gill ����� showed that the self�consistency equation ����
may be interpreted as a generalized score�equation�

Product�integral representation and relation to Nelson�Aalen estimator

Usually one assumes that the survival distribution function S�t� is absolute continuous with
density function f�t� � �S��t�� hazard rate function ��t� � f�t��S�t� and cumulative hazard
rate function A�t� �

R t
� ��u�du� On the other hand the Kaplan�Meier estimator is discrete in

nature� and the same applies to the Nelson�Aalen estimator for the cumulative hazard rate
function� This makes it useful to be able to handle both discrete and continuous distributions
within a uni�ed framework� Let us therefore review how the survival distribution function
S�t� and the cumulative hazard rate function A�t� are related for distributions which neither
need to be continuous nor discrete� For such distributions

A�t� � �
Z t

�

dS�u�

S�u�� � ����

where S�t�� denotes the left�hand limit of the survival distribution function at t� For an
absolute continuous distribution ���� specializes to A�t� � � lnS�t� �

R t
� ��u�du� For a

discrete distribution it gives A�t� �
P

u�t �u� where the discrete hazard �t is the conditional
probability of death exactly at time t given that death has not occurred earlier� To express
the survival distribution function by the cumulative hazard rate function it is convenient to
use the product�integral � de�ned as the limit of approximating �nite products in a similar
manner as the ordinary integral

R
is de�ned as the limit of approximating �nite sums� With

the use of the product�integral we may write

S�t� ��
u�t

��� dA�u�� � ��	�

For a continuous distribution ��	� specializes to the well�known relation S�t� � exp��A�t���
while for a discrete distribution it takes the form S�t� �

Q
u�t��� �u��

The Nelson�Aalen estimator for the cumulative hazard rate function is bA�t� �P
tj�t

dj�rj �
This corresponds to a distribution with all probability mass concentrated at the observed

��



failure times and with discrete hazard b�j � dj�rj at tj � Using ��	� the corresponding survival
distribution function takes the form

bS�t� ��
u�t

h
�� d bA�u�

i
�
Y
tj�t

��� b�j�� ���

i�e�� it is the Kaplan�Meier estimator ��� Thus the Kaplan�Meier and Nelson�Aalen estima�
tors are related in exactly the same way as are the survival distribution function and the
cumulative hazard rate functions themselves� This fact is lost sight of when one considers the
relations A�t� � � lnS�t� and S�t� � exp��A�t�� only valid for the continuous case� In fact�
the latter relations have lead researchers to suggest the estimators � ln bS�t� and exp�� bA�t��
for the cumulative hazard rate function and the survival distribution function� respectively�
The numerical di�erences between these two estimators and the Nelson�Aalen and Kaplan�
Meier estimators will be of little importance in most cases� But the fact that the Nelson�Aalen
and Kaplan�Meier estimators are related through ���� and ��	� indicate that they are the
canonical nonparametric estimators for the cumulative hazard rate function and the survival
distribution function� This statement is supported by the fact that they may both be given
a nonparametric maximum likelihood interpretation �Johansen� ��	��

Martingale representation and statistical properties

The product�integral formulation ��� of the Kaplan�Meier estimator shows its close relation
to the Nelson�Aalen estimator� and it is the key to the study of its statistical properties� In
fact� these are closely related to those of the Nelson�Aalen estimator� We will here indicate
a few main steps and refer to Andersen et al� ������ Section IV��� for a detailed account�

Let J�t� � � if there is at least one individual at risk just before time t� J�t� � � otherwise�
Further introduce A��t� �

R t
� J�u�dA�u�� and let

S��t� ��
u�t

��� dA��u�� � ����

We note that ���� is almost the same as S�t� �cf� ��	�� when there is only a small probability
that there is no one at risk at times u � t� By a general result for product�integrals �Duhamel�s
equation�� we may write

bS�t�
S��t�

� � � �
Z t

�

bS�u��
S��u�

d� bA� A���u�� �
��

Here bA � A� is a square integrable martingale �see NELSON�AALEN ESTIMATOR�� It
follows that the right hand side of �
�� is a stochastic integral and hence itself a mean zero
square integrable martingale� As a consequence of this E� bS�t��S��t�� � � for any given t�
so the Kaplan�Meier estimator is almost unbiased� Further the predictable variation process
of the martingale on the right hand side of �
�� may be used to arrive at an estimator for
the variance of bS�t��S��t�� From this Greenwood�s formula ��� follows provided one adopts a
general model� not necessarily continuous� Greenwood�s formula may also be derived through
a standard information calculation starting with a binomial type likelihood for such a general
model�
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A further consequence of �
�� is that
p
n� bS � S��S is asymptotically equivalent to

�pn� bA � A� and therefore converges weakly to a mean zero Gaussian martingale� In par�
ticular� for a �xed t� the Kaplan�Meier estimator �� is asymptotically normally distributed�
a fact which was used in connection with the con�dence intervals ���� and ����� Also the
asymptotic distributional results of the estimators for the median and mean survival times
reviewed earlier are consequences of this weak convergence result�

Con�dence bands

The weak convergence of
p
n� bS � S��S to a mean zero Gaussian martingale also makes it

possible to derive con�dence bands for the survival distribution function� i�e� limits which
contain S�t� for all t in an interval �	�� 	�� with a prespeci�ed probability� Two important
types of such con�dence bands are the equal precision bands �Nair� ���� and the Hall�Wellner
bands �Hall and Wellner� ����� Borgan and Liest l ������ derived transformed versions of
these con�dence bands and compared them to the non�transformed ones�

The standard and log�minus�log transformed equal precision bands are obtained by re�
placing z����� in ���� and ���� by d����bc�� bc��� the � � � fractile in the distribution of the
supremum of the absolute value of a standardized Brownian bridge over the interval from bc�
to bc�� Here

bci � n�b��	i�� bS�	i���
� � n�b��	i�� bS�	i��� � i � �� 
� �
��

The fractile d����bc�� bc�� may be found �approximately� by solving �w�r�t� d� the non�linear
equation

�
�d�

d
� 
�d�



d� �

d

�
ln

�bc���� bc��bc���� bc��

� �

with 
�d� the standard normal density� The equal precision bands require � � bc� � bc� � �� so
they cannot be extended all the way down to t � �� Typically one will also omit the largest
values of t�

The non�transformed Hall�Wellner band takes the form

bS�t�� n����e����bc�� bc�� �� � n�b��t�� bS�t���� bS�t�� �

�

Here e����bc�� bc�� is the � � � fractile in the distribution of the supremum of the absolute
value of a Brownian bridge over the interval from bc� to bc�� cf� �
��� For completely ob�
served survival data the Hall�Wellner band reduces to the well�known Kolmogorov bandbS�t� � n����e����bc�� bc��� For the band �

� one will often let 	� � � in which case tables of
e����bc�� bc�� � e������ bc�� are given� e�g�� by Koziol and Byar ���	�� and Hall and Wellner
����� for selected values of � and bc�� We note that �

� is obtained from ���� by sub�

stituting n����e����bc�� bc�� �� � n�b��t�� bS�t���� bS�t� for z�����b��t�� The same substitution in

���� gives the log�minus�log transformed Hall�Wellner band� This transformed band requirebc� � � so it cannot be extended all the way down to t � �� Due to the approximation
e����bc�� bc�� � e������ bc�� the above mentioned tables may be used also for the transformed
bands when bc� is close to zero�
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Figure 
� Kaplan�Meier estimate of the survival distribution function for ��
placebo�treated male patients with liver cirrhosis with ��� con�dence bands�

Log�minus�log transformed equal precision band over the interval from � months to  years
�� � � � � � � ��� Hall�Wellner band over the interval ��� � years �� � � � � � � � � � ���

The non�transformed equal precision band tends to achieve too high error rates when the
number of observations is low� and the use of transformed bands is recommended even for
samples of a hundred or more� The achieved error rates of the non�transformed Hall�Wellner
band are fairly close to the nominal ones even in small samples� and the improvement obtained
by using transformed bands are of less importance�

Figure 
 gives the Kaplan�Meier estimate for the liver cirrhosis data with ��� con�dence
bands� The bands shown are the log�minus�log transformed equal precision band over the
interval from � months to  years and the non�transformed Hall�Wellner band valid from
time zero to  years� Since 	� � ��� year and 	� �  years correspond to bc� � ����� andbc� � ��	�� the fractiles d�����bc�� bc�� � 
��� and e������ bc�� � ���� were used� It is seen that
the equal precision band is more narrow than the Hall�Wellner band both for low and high
values of t� while the Hall�Wellner band is slightly narrower than the equal precision band
for intermediate values�
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AALEN�JOHANSEN ESTIMATOR

Contribution to the Encyclopedia of Biostatistics

rnulf Borgan� University of Oslo

The survival data situation may be described by the Markov process with the two states �alive�
and �dead�� Splitting the state �dead� into two or more states� corresponding to di�erent causes of
death� a Markov model for competing risks is obtained� Another Markov model of importance for
biostatistical research is the illness�death model with states �healthy�� �diseased� and �dead�� For
survival data the probability of a transition from state �alive� to state �dead� may be estimated
as one minus the Kaplan�Meier estimator� The Kaplan�Meier estimator may be generalized to non�
homogeneous Markov processes with a �nite number of states� Such a generalization was considered
by Aalen �����	 for the competing risks model and independently by Aalen and Johansen �����	 and
Fleming �����a�b	 for the general case� In particular the product�integral formulation of Aalen and
Johansen �����	 shows how the estimator� usually denoted the Aalen�Johansen estimator� can be seen
as a matrix version of the Kaplan�Meier estimator�
Below we �rst consider the competing risks model and the Markov illness�death model for a chronic

disease� This gives illustrations of the Aalen�Johansen estimator in two simple situations where its
elements take an explicit form� Then we present the Aalen�Johansen estimator in general� and show
how it is obtained as the product�integral of the Nelson�Aalen estimators for the cumulative transition
intensities� We also brie�y indicate how this may be used to study its statistical properties� A detailed
account is given in the monograph by Andersen et al� ������ Section IV��	�

Competing risks

Assume that we want to study the time to death and cause of death in a homogeneous population� This
situation with competing causes of death may be modeled by a Markov process with one transient state

� corresponding to �alive�� and k absorbing states corresponding to �dead by cause h�� h � �� �� � � �� k�
The transition intensity from state 
 to state h is denoted ��h�t	 and describes the instantaneous risk
of dying from cause h� i�e� ��h�t	dt is the probability that an individual will die of cause h in the
small time interval �t� t � dt	 given that it is still alive just prior to t� The ��h�t	 are also termed
cause speci�c hazard rate functions� For h � �� �� � � � � k� we write P�h�s� t	 for the probability that an
individual in state 
 �i�e� alive	 at time s will be in state h �i�e� dead from cause h	 at a later time
t� These transition probabilities are often termed cumulative incidence functions� Finally let P���s� t	
denote the probability that an individual who is alive �i�e� in state 
	 at time s will still be alive at a
later time t� Then

P���s� t	 � exp

�
�

Z t

s

kX
h��

��h�u	du

�
� ���	

and

P�h�s� t	 �

Z t

s

P���s� u	��h�u	du ���	

for h � �� �� � � � � k�
Assume that we have a sample of n individuals from the population under study� Each individual

is followed from an entry time to death or censoring� i�e� our observations may be subject to right
censoring and�or left truncation� We denote by t� � t� � � � � the times when deaths �of any cause	
are observed� and let d�hj be the number of individuals who die from cause h �i�e� make a transition

from state 
 to state h	 at tj� We also introduce d�j �
Pk

h�� d�hj for the number of deaths at tj due
to any cause� and let r�j be the number of individuals at risk �i�e� in state 
	 just prior to time tj �

��



Then the survival probability ���	 may be estimated by the Kaplan�Meier estimator

bP���s� t	 �
Y

s�tj�t

��� d�j�r�j	 � ���	

while the cumulative incidence function ���	 may be estimated by

bP�h�s� t	 �
X

s�tj�t

bP���s� tj��	�d�hj�r�j	 ���	

for h � �� �� � � � � k� Note that ���	 is obtained from ���	 by replacing P���s� u	 � P���s� u�	 bybP���s� u�	 and ��h�u	du by d bA�h�u	� the increment of the Nelson�Aalen estimator bA�h�t	 �
P

tj�t
d�hj�r�j

for the cumulative cause speci�c hazard rate function A�h�t	 �
R t
� ��h�u	du�

The variance of the Kaplan�Meier estimator ���	 may in the usual way be estimated by Green�
wood�s formula� while when there are no ties in the data�

cvar bP�h�s� t	 �
X

s�tj�t

� bP���s� tj��	 bP�h�tj � t	�
��r�j � �	r

��
�j d�j ���	

�
X

s�tj�t

bP���s� tj��	
���� � bP�h�tj � t	��r�j � �	r

��
�j d�hj�

By breaking the ties at random� this variance estimator may also be used when there is a small amount
of tied observations� A more systematic treatment of variance estimation in the presence of ties is
discussed below�
To illustrate the above results� we consider data on a cohort of uranium miners from the Colorado

Plateau �e�g�� Hornung and Meinhardt� ����	� The cohort consists of ����� Caucasian male miners
recruited between ���
 and ���
 and was traced for mortality outcomes through December ��� �����
by which time there were ��� lung cancer deaths and �
�� deaths from other causes� Of these deaths
��� and ���� occurred between �
 and �
 years of age� The data were collected to study the e�ects
of radon exposure and smoking on mortality� but for our illustrative purposes we will study the
�marginal	 risk of death from lung cancer disregarding the information on these exposures�
We use the competing risks model with two competing causes of death� corresponding to �dead

from lung cancer� �state �	 and �dead from other causes� �state �	� and with age as time�scale�

Figure � shows bP����
� t	 for �
 � t � �
� i�e� the estimated risk that a �
 years old miner will die
from lung cancer between �
 and t years of age taking into account the risk of death from other
causes� Pointwise �� � �log�transformed	 con�dence intervals based on the approximate normality of
the Aalen�Johansen estimator �cf� below	 are also shown� For comparison� Figure � also shows the
estimated risk of lung cancer death disregarding the competing causes of death �computed as one
minus the Kaplan�Meier estimator treating deaths from other causes as censorings	� This estimate
is sometimes interpreted as estimating the probability of death due to lung cancer assuming this to
be the only possible cause of death� Such an interpretation may be quite speculative� however� see
the discussion in Kalb�eisch and Prentice ����
� Chapter �	� The estimate disregarding competing
risks is of course larger than the estimate which take the competing causes of death into account� the
di�erence between them increases with age as the risk of dying from other causes increases�

An illness�death model

To study the occurrence of a chronic disease as well as death in a homogeneous population� we may
adopt the Markov illness�death model with states 
� � and � corresponding to �healthy�� �diseased�
and �dead�� respectively� and where no recovery �i�e� transition from state � to state 
	 is possible� The
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Figure �� Aalen�Johansen estimate for the risk of dying from lung cancer taking into account the
risk of death from other causes �� � � � � �	 with �� � log�transformed con�dence intervals �� � � � �

� �	� Risk estimate disregarding other causes of death is also given �   �	�
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transition intensities of the model are denoted ����t	� ����t	 and ����t	 and describe the instantaneous
risks of transitions between the states� i�e�� ����t	dt is the probability that an individual who is healthy
just prior to time t will get diseased in the small time interval �t� t� dt	� while ����t	dt and ����t	dt
are the probabilities that an individual who is disease�free� respectively diseased� just before time t
will die in the small time interval �t� t�dt	� For an individual who is healthy �i�e� in state 
	 at time s�
we write P���s� t	 for the probability that he is diseased �i�e� in state �	 at a later time t� while P���s� t	
is the probability that he is still healthy �i�e� in state 
	 at that time� Similarly� for an individual who
is diseased �i�e� in state �	 at time s� we let P���s� t	 denote the probability that he is still alive �i�e�
in state �	 at time t� Then we have

P���s� t	 � exp

�
�

Z t

s

�����u	 � ����u	� du

�
� ���	

P���s� t	 � exp

�
�

Z t

s

����u	du


� ���	

P���s� t	 �

Z t

s

P���s� u	����u	P���u� t	du� ��
	

It is seen that ���	 and ���	 are of the same form as the survival probability in the survival data
situation�
Assume then that we have a sample of n individuals from the population under study� and that

each individual is followed from an entry time to death or censoring� Exact times of disease occurrences
and deaths are recorded� and we denote by t� � t� � � � � the times of any observed event �disease
occurrence or death	� Further we let d��j be the number of individuals who get diseased �i�e� make
a transition from state 
 to state �	 at tj� while d��j and d��j denote the numbers of disease�free�
respectively diseased� individuals who die at that time� Finally we introduce d�j � d��j � d��j for the
total number of transitions out of state 
� and let r�j and r�j be the number of healthy �i�e� in state

	 and diseased �i�e� in state �	 individuals� respectively� just prior to time tj� Then ���	 and ���	
may be estimated by the Kaplan�Meier estimatorsbP���s� t	 �

Y
s�tj�t

��� d�j�r�j	 � ���	

bP���s� t	 �
Y

s�tj�t

��� d��j�r�j	� ���	

while an estimator for ��
	 isbP���s� t	 �
X

s�tj�t

bP���s� tj��	�d��j�r�j	 bP���tj � t	� ���	

Note that ���	 is obtained from ��
	 by replacing P���s� u	 � P���s� u�	 by bP���s� u�	� P���u� t	 bybP���u� t	 and ����u	du by d bA���u	� the increment of the Nelson�Aalen estimator bA���t	 �
P

tj�t
d��j�r�j

for the cumulative disease intensity A���t	 �
R t
� ����u	du� The variance of the Kaplan�Meier estima�

tors ���	 and ���	 may be estimated by Greenwood�s formula� while

cvar bP���s� t	 �
X

s�tj�t

bP���s� tj��	
�� bP���tj� t	� bP���tj� t	�

��r�j � �	r
��
�j d��j

�
X

s�tj�t

� bP���s� tj��	 bP���tj � t	�
��r�j � �	r

��
�j d��j ���	

�
X

s�tj�t

� bP���s� tj��	 bP���tj � t	�
��r�j � �	r

��
�j d��j







when there are no ties in the data� or when a few ties have been broken at random�
Before we illustrate these results� let us mention that other interpretations of the states are

possible than the ones given above� In particular in a study involving treatment of cancer� state

 could correspond to �no response to treatment�� state � to �response to treatment� and state �
to �relapse�� The probability P���s� t	 is then the probability of being in response function suggested
by Temkin �����	 and sometimes used as an outcome measure when studying the e!cacy of cancer
chemotherapy� Another interpretation arise in the study of complications to a disease� Here state 

could correspond to �diseased with no complications�� state � to �diseased with complications� and
state � to �dead�� This interpretation of the states is the one relevant for the following illustration�
The Steno Memorial Hospital in Greater Copenhagen has since ���� served as a diabetes specialist

hospital for patients from the whole of Denmark� From the medical records at Steno we use for
illustration data on the ��� female patients referred between ���� and ���� and in whom the diagnosis
insulin�dependent diabetes mellitus was established �usually by a general practitioner or another
hospital	 before the age of �
 years and between ���� and ����� The patients were followed from
�rst contact with Steno to death� emigration� or �� December ����� One of the major complications
of insulin�dependent diabetes is diabetic nephropathy which is a sign of kidney failure� Seventeen
patients had diabetic nephropathy at �rst admission to Steno� while �� developed this complication
during the observation period� The seriousness of diabetic nephropathy is re�ected by the fact that
among these �� patients �� were observed to die� whereas only �
 of the ��� patients who did not
develop diabetic nephropathy died during the observation period�
We model the disease�histories of the patients by the Markov illness�death model with the states 


and � corresponding to �alive without diabetic nephropathy� and �alive with diabetic nephropathy��
respectively� and with diabetes duration as time�scale� Figure � shows bP����� t	� i�e� the estimated
probability of being alive with diabetic nephropathy for patients without this complication �ve years
after the onset of the disease� Pointwise �� � �log�transformed	 con�dence intervals based on the
approximate normality of the Aalen�Johansen estimator �cf� below	 are also shown� It is seen that the
probability of being alive with diabetic nephropathy �among the group of patients we consider	 �rst
increases up to an estimated value of �� � after �� years of diabetes duration� and then declines due
to the high mortality among these patients�
It should be realized that Figure � is based on two crude assumptions� Firstly� calendar time

trends in mortality and incidence of diabetic nephropathy are not taken into account� Secondly� by
using a Markov process to model the disease�histories� the e�ect on mortality of duration of diabetic
nephropathy has been neglected� A point of less importance is that the exact times of onset of
diabetic nephropathy were not known for � of the �� patients with this complication� For these nine
patients predicted times for the occurrence of diabetic nephropathy were used� A further discussion
and analysis of the data are given� e�g�� by Borch�Johnsen et al� �����	� The data were used for
illustrative purposes by Andersen et al� �����	 who also describe how the nine predicted times have
been calculated�

The general case

We then consider a general Markov process with a �nite number of states which may be used to model
the life�histories of individuals from a homogeneous population� Let I � f
� �� � � � � kg be the state
space of the Markov process� and denote by �gh�t	 the transition intensity from state g � I to state
h � I� g �� h� The transition intensities describe the instantaneous risks of transitions between the
states� so �gh�t	dt is the probability that an individual who is in state g just before time t will make
a transition to state h in the small time interval �t� t � dt	� Further for all g� h � I� we let Pgh�s� t	
denote the probability that an individual who is in state g at time s will be in state h at a later time
t� and we write P�s� t	 for the �k � �	 � �k � �	 matrix of these transition probabilities� Only for
simple Markov processes� like the competing risks and illness�death models considered earlier� is it


�



Figure �� Aalen�Johansen estimate of the probability of being alive with diabetic nephropathy for
female patients with diabetes onset before �
 years of age and with no sign of diabetic nephropathy
�ve years after the onset of the disease �   �	� Pointwise �� � log�transformed con�dence

intervals are also shown �� � � � � � �	�


�



possible to give explicit expressions for the Pgh�s� t	 in terms of the transition intensities� cf� ���	� ���	
and ���	���
	� We will see later� however� that the transition probability matrix P�s� t	 itself can be
expressed in terms of the �k � �	 � �k � �	 matrix ��t	 of the transition intensities� First we review
the Aalen�Johansen estimator for P�s� t	 and discuss estimation of �co	variances�
Suppose that we have a sample of n individuals from the population under study� The individuals

may be followed over di�erent periods of time� so our observations of their life�histories may be
subject to left�truncation and�or right censoring� A crucial assumption� however� is that truncation
and censoring is independent so that the entry and censoring times do not carry any information on
the risks of transitions between the states" cf� Andersen et al� ������ Sections III����	 for a general
discussion� We assume that exact times for transitions between the states are recorded� and denote
by t� � t� � � � � the times when transitions between any two states are observed� Further for g� h � I�
g �� h� we let dghj be the number of individuals who experience a transition from state g to state h at
tj� and introduce dgj �

P
h��g dghj for the number of transitions out of state g at that time� Finally

we let rgj be the number of individuals in state g just prior to time tj� Then the Aalen�Johansen
estimator takes the form

bP�s� t	 � Y
s�tj�t

�I� b�j	 � ���	

Here I is the �k��	��k��	 identity matrix� b�j is the �k��	��k��	 matrix with entry �g� h	 equal tob�ghj � dghj�rgj for g �� h and entry �g� g	 equal to b�ggj � �dgj�rgj� and the matrix product is taken
in the order of increasing tjs� For simple models like the competing risks model and the illness�death
model considered earlier� we are able to give explicit expressions for the elements of ���	� cf� ���	� ���	
and ���	����	� In general� however� this is not possible� But in any case a direct implementation of
���	 is simple using software which can handle matrix multiplications�

For any g� h�m� r � I� the covariance between bPgh�s� t	 and bPmr�s� t	 may be estimated by

dcov� bPgh�s� t	� bPmr�s� t		 � ���	
kX

i��

X
l��i

X
s�tj�t

bPgi�s� tj��	 bPmi�s� tj��	� bPlh�tj � t	� bPih�tj � t	�� bPlr�tj � t	� bPir�tj � t	��rij � �	r
��
ij dilj

provided that there are no ties in the data or that a small amount of tied observations have been
broken at random� Formulas ���	 and ���	 given earlier are special cases of ���	� As an alternative
to ���	� or to handle ties in a systematic manner� one may use the recursion formula

dcov �bPgh�s� tj	� bPmr�s� tj	
�
�

kX
i��

kX
l��

dcov� bPgi�s� tj��	� bPml�s� tj��	
�
��ih � b�ihj	��lr � b�lrj	 ���	

�
kX

i��

bPgi�s� tj��	 bPmi�s� tj��	dcov�b�ihj� b�irj	�

which describes how the estimated �co	variances are updated at the times of the observed transitions�
�The estimates are constant between the tjs�	 Here �ih is a Kronecker delta� while dcov�b�ihj � b�irj	
equals ��hrrij � dihj	r

��
ij dirj when h �� i� r �� i" it equals ��rij � dij	r

��
ij dirj when h � i �� r" and

it equals �rij � dij	r
��
ij dij when h � r � i� When there are no ties in the data ���	 and ���	 give

identical results�
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Product�integral representation and relation to Nelson�Aalen estimator

We then review how the transition probability matrix may be derived from the transition intensities
�gh�t	 and describe how the Aalen�Johansen estimator is related to the Nelson�Aalen estimators for
the cumulative transition intensities� To this end introduce �gg�t	 � �

P
h��g �gh�t	 and write ��t	

for the �k � �	 � �k � �	 matrix with element �g� h	 equal to �gh�t	� Then the transition probability
matrix P�s� t	 is the unique solution to the Kolmogorov forward di�erential equation ����t	P�s� t	 �
P�s� t	��t	 with initial condition P�s� s	 � I� By a general result for product�integrals �Volterra�s
equation	 this solution takes the form P�s� t	 ���s�t��I���u	du�� Alternatively� if we introduce the

�k � �	� �k � �	 matrix A�t	 with elements Agh�t	 �
R t
� �gh�s	ds� we may write

P�s� t	 ��
�s�t�
�I� dA�u	� � ���	

This product�integral representation of the transition probability matrix of a Markov process is not
restricted to the situation where transition intensities exist� In fact ���	 only assumes the existence
of cumulative transition intensities Agh�t	 which do not need to be absolutely continuous�
For g �� h we may estimate the cumulative transition intensity Agh�t	 by the Nelson�Aalen esti�

mator bAgh�t	 �
P

tj�t
b�ghj� while bAgg�t	 � �

P
h��g

bAgh�t	 �
P

tj�t
b�ggj� Let bA�t	 � Ptj�t

b�j be

the �k � �	� �k � �	 matrix with these elements� By ���	 it is reasonable to estimate the transition

probability matrix by bP�s� t	 ���s�t��I� d bA�u	�� But since bA�t	 is a matrix of step�functions with
a �nite number of jumps on �s� t�� this is nothing but the Aalen�Johansen estimator ���	� Thus the
Aalen�Johansen and Nelson�Aalen estimators are related in exactly the same way as are the transition
probability matrix and the cumulative transition intensities themselves� This suggests that the Aalen�
Johansen estimator is the canonical nonparametric estimator for the matrix of transition probabilities
in a Markov process with a �nite number of states� This statement is supported by the fact that it
may also be given a nonparametric maximum likelihood interpretation �Johansen� ����	�

Martingale representation and statistical properties

The product�integral formulation of the Aalen�Johansen estimator is useful for the study of its sta�
tistical properties� We will here indicate a few main steps and refer to Andersen et al� ������ Section
IV��	 for a detailed account� For each g � I we introduce an indicator Jg�t	 which is one if there is at
least one individual in state g just before time t� and which is zero otherwise� Further for all g� h � I
de�ne A�gh�t	 �

R t
� Jg�u	dAgh�u	� and let A��t	 be the �k � �	 � �k � �	 matrix with these elements�

Finally we introduce P��s� t	 ���s�t� �I � dA
��u	�� and note that this is almost the same as P�s� t	

�cf� ���		 when there is only a small probability that one or more states will be empty at times u
between s and t� By a general result for product�integrals �Duhamel�s equation	� we may then write

bP�s� t	P��s� t	�� � I �

Z
�s�t�

bP�s� u�	d� bA �A�	�u	P��s� u	��� ���	

Here bA � A� is a �k � �	 � �k � �	 matrix of square integrable martingales �see NELSON�AALEN
ESTIMATOR	� It follows that the right hand side of ���	 is a matrix�valued stochastic integral� and
therefore itself a �k��	� �k��	 matrix of mean zero square integrable martingales� As a consequence
of this

E
hbP�s� t	P��s� t	��i � I�

so the Aalen�Johansen estimator is almost unbiased� Further the predictable variation process of the
matrix�valued martingale ���	 suggests an estimator for the covariance matrix of bP�s� t	P��s� t	���
and based on this the �co	variance estimators ���	 and ���	 may be derived�


�



The martingale representation ���	 is also key to the study of the large sample properties of the

Aalen�Johansen estimator� For �xed s it may be shown that bP�s� �	� properly normalized� converges
weakly to a matrix�valued Gaussian process� In particular when also t is given� the Aalen�Johansen
estimator ���	 is asymptotically multinormally distributed� a fact which was used earlier in connection
with the construction of con�dence intervals�
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